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Abstract

This paper discusses the techniques that are

spinel and composite LiXMn02 positive electrodes.

stability

being employed to stabilize LiMn204

The critical role that spinel domains

play in stabilizing these electrodes for operation at both 4 V and 3 V is highlighted. The

concept of using an intermetrdlic electrode MM’ where M is an active aIIoying element

and M ‘ is an inactive element (or elements) is proposed as an alternative negative

electrode (to carbon) for lithium-ion cells. An analogy to metaI oxide insertion

electrodes, such as Mn02, in which Mn is the electrochemically active ion and O is the

inactive ion, is made. Performance data are given for the copper-tin electrode system,

which includes the intermetallic phases eta-@Sn5 and Li2CuSn.

Introduction

To achieve a good cycle Iife in lithium-ion cells, both positive and negative

insertion (host) electrodes must maintain their structural integrity when cycled over a

wide compositional range. Host electrodes with cubic symmetry that can “breathe”

isotropically during lithium insertion and extraction with minimal volume expansion

provide structures that can withstand many discharge and charge cycles [1]. One of the

best host structures is the lithium-titanium-oxide spinel Li4Ti5012 that can accommodate
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three lithium ions per formula unit without any significant lattice expansion [2]. It can be

cycled hundreds of times without structural decay.

The cubic spinel Li[Mn2]Ot is an electrode material of interest for both 3-V and

4-V lithium batteries. For Iithium insertion, i.e., over the range 1SX<2in LiX[Mn2]Og,the

electrode operates at 3 V vs. metallic lithium [3], whereas lithium extraction occurs over

the range O<x<1 at 4 V [4-6]. The reactions emphasize the stability of the stoichiometric

A[BZ]04 spinel composition: (1) lithium insertion causes an immediate first-order

transition in which the tetrahedral-site lithium ions are displaced into neighboring

octahedral sites to change the structure type, in a two-phase reaction, from spinel to a

rock-salt phase Li@fn2]Oq [3]; (2) lithium extraction requires a high potential; and

(3) the reaction creates a metastable, defect spinel structure with high chemical activity

(reduction potential). The stability of the stoichiometric spinel composition Li[Mn2]04

is, perhaps, not surprising because the spinel structure occurs in nature as the prototypic

mineral spinel, Mg[A12]Oq, which is extremely stable and has gem-like qualities [7]. In

the LiX[Mn2]Ol system, the electrochemical reaction at 4 V provides good

charge/discharge cycling behavior because the system remains cubic over the whole range

O<x<l, whereas the reaction at 3 V induces a distortion in the lithiated spinel structure

that reduces the crystallographic symmetry from cubic (c/a =1) in Li[Mnz]Od to

tetragonal symmetry (da =1.16) in the rock-salt phase Liz[Mnz]OA. Such a severe change

in the lattice parameter ratio is too large for the spinel electrode particles to maintain their

structural integrity on cycling [1].

In practice, although LiMn204 spinel electrodes provide superior cycling behavior

at 4 V than at 3 V, the 4-V LiX[Mn2]04 electrode (0-< 1) still loses capacity slowly at

room temperature and more quickly at elevated temperature (-50 “C) [8]. This loss in

capacity has limited the use of LiMn20A electrodes in lithium-ion cells. Major efforts are

being made to understand the reasons for the capacity loss at 4 V and to find ways to

combat them. This paper discusses the role that 3 V spinel materials in the Li1+XMn2.XOA

system (O<XSO.33)play, not only in stabilizing spinel electrodes

stabilizing composite LiXMn02 electrodes derived from y-MnOz,

orthorhombic-LiMnOz materials.

at 4 V, but also in

layered-LiMn02 and
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Also discussed in this paper is the concept of using an intermetallic compound

MM’, where M is an active alloying element and M’ is an inactive element (or elements)

as alternative negative electrode material to Iithiated carbon, LiCG; the latter electrodes

can approach the potential of metallic lithium during charge and impose safety concerns

on lithium-ion systems. The concept is an extension of the work that has been conducted

on alloy systems, particularly that of Huggins and co-workers [9] and Besenhard and co-

workers [10, 11]. An analogy to Mn02, in which Mn is the electrochemically active ion

and O is the inactive ion, is made. Performance data are given for the copper-tin

electrode system, which includes the intermetallic phases, eta-@$ns and Li2CuSn.

Experimental

The experimental methods that were used for this work have been presented

elsewhere. Details for the work on the spinel-related systems can be found in references

12 and 13. The experimental details for the sample preparation and evaluation of the

intermeta.llic systems @Sns+~ (5= O,fl) and Li2CuSn can be found in references 14 and

15.

Resulfi’ and Discussion

The Spinel Electrode LiX[Mn2]04 (O<X<I)

One of the major limitations of Li[Mn2]04 spinel electrodes for 4-V lithium-ion

batteries is the capacity loss that occurs on cycling, for which several reasons have been

given:

1. Volubility of the spinel electrode in the electrolyte, particularly under acidic

conditions, according to the reaction first described by Hunter [16]:

2 Mn3+(soti~)
------- > h’f114+(soiid) + Mn2+(solution)
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2.

3.

An instability of highly delithiated (charged) spinel structures, for example, by

oxygen loss. Oxygen loss would increase the concentration of Mn3+ at the particle

surface. [t is conceivable, therefore, at 4 V that this could also lead to the

disproportionation reaction given above and enhance the volubility of the spinel

electrode.

Structural fatigue at thesurface ofspinel electrodes at theendof discharge of4V

Li/Li[Mn2]Od cells, resulting in the formation of the tet.ragonal phase L12[Mn2]Oq

[12,17]. This could occur either by overdischarge of Li[Mn2]01 particles under

dynamic, non-equilibrium conditionsorbyself-discharge/soft shorts inthecell.

It has now

the capacity fade.

protection of the

been ascertained that volubility (point 1, above) is the major reason for

Volubility can be combatted by careful control of electrolyte pFI or by

surface of the spinel particles. These factors have been addressed

elsewhere [8, 18-21].

Substituted spinels

some capacity between 4.6

Li[Mn2.XMX]OA(M = Cr, Co, Ni, Cu) [22-25] that provide

and 5.1 V offer the possibility of introducing an oxidation

reaction within the spinel electrode, for example [25]:

CU2+ ------> CU3+ + e-

to counter the evolution of oxygen (point 2, above), i.e., the oxidation reaction

02- ------ > ?402 + e-

This paper addresses, in more detail, point 3 above. In order to determine whether

structural fatigue at the particle surface of spinel electrodes at the end of discharge could

be a contributing factor to capacity loss, Li/Li[Mn2]OQ cells were cycled over various

voltage ranges: 4.2-3.5 V, 4.2-3.3 V, and 4.2-3.0 V [12]. Typical voltage profiles of

Li/Li[Mn2]OA cells cycled over the 4-V region and 3-V region at room temperature are

given in Fig. la and lb, respectively. Cells were cycled only ten times and were

terminated at the end of discharge in an attempt to circumvent self-discharge/soft shorts.

The cathodes were removed from the cells and subjected to analysis by electron

diffraction and imaging. In each case, a small amount of the tetragonal phase Li2[Mn2]OA

was detected at the surface of some of the spinel particles (Fig. 2); the amount of



tetragonal phase in the electrodes increased as the end voltage was lowered from 3.5 to

3.0 V, as expected. Although an accurate quantitative analysis of the tetragonal phase in

the electrode by transmission electron microscopy is not possible, the data showed that

tetragonal phase in the total electrode amounted to only a fraction of a percent; such

small concentrations are difficult to identi~ by conventional powder X-ray diffraction

methods. Nevertheless, the data provide strong evidence that the tetragonal, lithiated

spinel Li2[Mn2]Od phase is produced at the surface of the electrode particles toward the

end of discharge, under non-equilibrium conditions.

The stability to electrochemical cycling, particularly at room temperature,

improved when the composition of the spinel electrode was modified to make it slightly

lithium rich, i.e., within the system Lil+XMn2.X04,typically with x=O.05 [17]. In

preliminary studies of Lil.OsMnl.gsOdelectrodes, little evidence was found of a tetragonal

phase on the surface of the particles, even when the electrodes were discharged to 2.89 V,

which is below the thermodynamic voltage for the onset of the tetragonal phase (2.96 V

[3]). This finding lends further support to the argument that Li1+XMn2.X04electrodes

provide a cubic “buffer” zone that suppresses the onset of a Jahn-Teller distortion at the

particle surface when the cells reach 3 V [12, 17].

Composite Li.Mn02 Electrodes

The stability of the stoichiometric spinel structure is manifest by the fact that

many lithium manganese oxide spinel compounds with lithium: manganese ratios varying

between 1:2 and 1.25:1 (4:5) transform to a spinel structure either on heating or during

electrochemical reactions. For example, the “Composite Dimensional Manganese Oxide”

electrode (“CDMO’ after Sanyo [26]) that is used for 3-V lithium batteries consists of

domains of a lithiated gamma-MnOp phase with orthorhombic symmetry and a cubic

spinel phase (Fig. 3). “CDMO’ is typically prepared by a reaction between

electrolytically prepared y-Mn02 (EMD) and lithium hydroxide in a 7:3 molar ratio at

temperatures between 250 and 420 “C [26]. ~

0rthorhombic-LiMn02 [27-29] and layered-LiMnOz structures [30-32] are

unstable to lithium extraction and electrochemical cycling; electron diffraction analyses



of cycled electrodes have shown that they transform to spinel-type structures (Fig. 3).

However, these electrode structures show superior cycling behavior when cycled over

both the 4-V and 3-V plateaus, compared to the standard spinel Li[Mnz]Oq [12, 17]

(compare Figs. 1 and 4). The X-ray and electron diffraction patterns show unequivocal

evidence of a spinel phase in cycled electrodes [13, 27]; lattice images of cycled

electrodes indicate that the increased stability to cycling over a wide voltage window may

be attributed to the presence of spinel domains that are embedded within a matrix of the

residual orthorhombic- or layered-LiMn02 structures (Fig. 5). Furthermore, it seems

likely that the transformations of these LiMn02 structures do not lead to spinel domains

with the ideal [Mn2]04 spinel framework, but rather with the [Mn2.XLiX]04 framework of

the spinel system Li1+XMn2-X04(0-s0.33) which displays superior cycling behavior at

3 V compared to Li[Mn2]04.

Intermetallic Negative Electrodes MM’

Extensive research on metal oxide insertion electrodes has shown that good cycle

life can only be achieved if the host structures maintain their structural integrity during

repetitive discharge and charge with minimal change to the lattice parameters of the unit

cell [1]. Alloy systems of LiXM (for example, M=Al, Si, Sn [9-11]) are attractive

negative electrode materials for lithium cells because they offer a voltage above that of

metallic lithium. This higher voltage makes it possible to overcome dendrite and safety

problems associated with metallic lithium and lithiated carbon electrodes. However, a

major limitation of these alloy systems is that they undergo phase transitions as the

composition of the alloy changes. The concomitant large variations in lattice parameters

and increase in unit cell volume impose a severe limitation on the ability of these

electrode structures to provide a good cycle life. Therefore, we have investigated the

possibility of introducing an electrochemically inactive element, M’, such as copper,

which is also an excellent electronic conductor, to the alloying element M. This

stabilizing component results in a composite electrode that would accommodate at least

some of the damaging lattice expansion of a conventional LiXM alloy system, such as

LIXSn,during charge and discharge [14, 15]. This concept is analogous on a macroscopic



scale to a metal oxide insertion electrode such as Mn02, where Mn is the

electrochemically active element (ion) and O the inactive element (ion). For our initial

studies, we focused on the intermetallic systems CurjSnS+a(5 = O, *1) and Li2CuSn.

In an intermetallic system such as Cu@n5, the tin atoms are the electrochernically

active component, and the

into the Cu(jSfls structure

favorable interstitial space;

copper atoms are the inactive component. Lithium insertion

is not possible because of the absence of an energetically

the structure is close packed with the copper atoms arranged

in octahedral coordination and the tin atoms in trigonal prismatic coordination. Reaction

with lithium, therefore, necessitates a displacement reaction and a break-up of the Cussns

structure; the lithium combines with the active tin to form a series of LiXSncompounds

(OCX9L4) within a residual copper matrix. In this reaction, it is envisaged that the

divided copper atorndparticles that are produced on electrochemical cycling provide an

electronically conducting matrix to contain the Iithiated tin particles and to accommodate

at least some of the damaging expansion/contraction of the LiXSn particles during

discharge and charge. (Note that in a Li/CU&ns cell, discharge means the formation of a

“LiXCu6Snfl composite electrode consisting of domains of lith.iated tin and copper metal.)

Optimum cycling conditions would be expected from such a composite Cu/LiXSn material

if it had an ideal microstructure in which the Cu and LiXSn particles were evenly

distributed with sufficient porosity to accommodate the reacted lithium, thus allowing a

minimal isotropic expansion of the overall electrode.

In the cubic structure of Li2CuSn, the copper and tin atoms form an interlined

array of two face-centered-cubic lattices; the lithium atoms occupy the tetrahedral sites of

the face-centered lattices to form fluorite-type configurations with each of the copper and

tin arrays [14]. From a structural viewpoint, it is, therefore, conceivable that it might be

possible to extract the lithium from the LizCuSn structure. Note that complete extraction

of lithium would result in a CuSn electrode with approximately the same Cu:Sn ratio as

in the eta-phase @$fls, but with a different microstructure.

In Mn02, the ratio of inactive element to active element is 2:1, which is

approximately twice the ratio in cub!%s (1.2:1). Therefore, it can be envisaged that

increasing the inactive copper content in the intermetallic electrode would result in
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greater cycling stability; conversely, increasing the active tin content would be expected

to reduce the cycling stability of the intermetallic electrode.

In order to test these hypotheses, Li/Cu6Sn5+5 cells were evaluated at room

temperature with electrodes having 5 values of -1 (Cu&hq, copper-rich), O (CuGSns), and

+1 (Cussnrj, tin-rich). The electrochemical behavior of a standard Li/Sn cell was also

determined, for comparison. The electrochemiczd profile of a L~CUGSnscell charged and

discharged between 1.2 and 0.0 V is shown in Fig. 6; the profile is also characteristic of

Li/Sn, Li/ @Sn(j (5= 1) and Li/ @SnA (5=- 1) cells. The profile shows an initial steep

drop in voltage followed by a voltage plateau during discharge at approximately 400 mV;

the latter process corresponds, predominantly, to the formation of Li7Sn3 within a copper

matrix. It is believed that further reaction, with the cell voltage decreasing to O V, occurs

with the successive formation of the phases Li5Sn2, Li7Sn2 and Li22Sn5,as reported for

Li/Sn cells at 25 ‘C [9]. As can be deduced from the current interrupts in Fig. 6 that

occur every hour during discharge and charge, the impedance of the cell improves

dramatically after the first discharge. This improvement can be attributed to the

establishment of better contact between electrolyte and active material and between

individual particles during the early conditioning of the cells.

For the intermetallic phase, Li2CuSn lithium is extracted with a steadily increasing

voltage to a cut-off potential of 1.2 V [14]; on the subsequent discharge, the electrode

does not show the characteristic plateau at 400 mV, but rather shows a continuous

decrease in voltage to OV.

As shown in Table 1, the addition of copper to a tin electrode decreases the

theoretical capacity of the tin electrode. Table 1 ako gives the theoretical capacity of

Li2CuSn in terms of its ideal fully delithiated composition CuSn; it has the same

composition as (h&$ (b = 1). (Complete removal of lithium from LizCuSn corresponds

to a capacity of 273 mAh/g.) Compared to the theoretical capacity of 372 rnAh/g for

LiC6, the gravimetric capacity of the copper-tin electrodes, when Iithiated to a 1:1 Li:Sn

ratio, is too small for it to be of practical interest for lithium-ion ceils. However, for

compositions reaching higher lithium content (LiTSn3to Lil.&n), as shown in Table 1, the

available capacity becomes more attractive. Because lithium-metal alloy systems have
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high crystallographic densities, they provide higher volumetric capacities than Iithiated

carbon, LiC6 (-750 mAh/ml). For example, (hbsns has a density of 8.28 g/ml; it will,

therefore, provide a volumetric capacity of approximately 2450 mAh/ml when discharged

to a Li7Sn3composition (Lil 1.@u&s).

Table 1. Relative Capacities of Sn, CuSn, and Cu&~+6 (i5= O,Al)

Electrode 5 in Theor. Capacity* Theor. Capacity* Theor. Capacity*
cubsns+~ (mAh/g) to LiSn (mAh/g) to Li7Snq (mAh/g) to Lid.gSn

Composition Composition composition

Sn - 226 527 994
CU6SX’16 +1 147 343 647
Cubsns () 137 320 604
@$n4 -1 125 292 551
CuSn** (+1) 147 343 647
*

**
Based on mass of starting electrode
From Li2CuSn)

If LilSn and Li/Cu6Sn5+5cells (5 = O,*1) are cycled over the range 1.2 to OV, the

pure tin electrode provides a significantly higher capacity on the initial discharge (-670

rnAh/g) than copper-tin electrodes [14]; the capacity of the pure tin electrode decreases

rapidly on cycling, dropping to -115 mAh/g after 10 cycles. By contrast, the copper-tin

electrodes @Sns+~ (5 = O,*1 ) show lower capacity (as expected) but improved stability

to electrochemical cycling. The CubSn& CufjSnS,and @$ng electrodes deliver 350, 340

and 440 mAh/g on the initial discharge, and 180, 175 and 280 mAh/g after 10 cycles,

respectively [14]. The copper-rich electrode CubSn4shows the greatest cycling stability,

in agreement with the hypothesis that higher concentrations of inactive component in

composite copper-tin electrodes would enhance electrochemical rechargeability.

Reducing the voltage range to 1.2-0.2 V improves the cycling stability of the copper-tin

electrodes even further (Fig. 7); in this case, excellent cycling stability is achieved but at

the expense of some capacity. For example, over this voltage range, the CufjSw electrode

delivers an initial capacity of 165 mAh/g, which increases on cycling as the electrode is

conditioned; it delivers a steady 190 mAh/g after 10 cycles.
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Conclusions

This paper has stressed the importance of structural features that are required for

designing positive andnegative insefiion electrodes forlithium-ion cells. The following

points summarize the major features of the discussion:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Stoichiometric (3 V) lithium-manganese-oxide spinel compounds are very stable

materials; the spine] structure is destabilized by lithium insertion and extraction.

The Li1+XMn2.X04(3 V) spinels play an important role in stabilizing the surface of 4 V

LiX[Mn2]04spinel electrodes and composite LiXMn02 structures.

Interrnetallic compounds MM’, where M is an alloying element and M’ is an inactive

element with good electrical properties, such as CufjSns, show promise as negative

electrodes for lithium cells and, in particular, for controlling the volume expansion of

conventional LiXMailoy systems, such as LiXSn.

Control of rnicrostructural properties is critical to achieving good electrochemical

cycling in positive
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Captions to Figures

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Voltage profiles of Li/Li[Mnz]OQ cells showing the superior capacity retention at (a)

4 V compared to (b) 3 V.

Electron diffraction patterns of (a) a parent Li[Mn2]Od crystal and (b) a tetragonal

crystal on the surface of an electrochemically cycled spinel electrode, discharged

between 4.2 and 3.3 V ([001] zone axes).

Electron diffraction patterns of (a) a cubic spinel crystal ([001] zone axis) and (b) an

orthorhombic lithiated-y-Mn02 crystal ([ 1-20] zone axis) in a “CDMO’ product

synthesized at 250 “C.

The voltage profiles of lithium cells with (a) layered-LiMn02 [13] and

(b) orthorhombic-LiMnOz [27] electrodes.

The microstructure of Lio.5Mn02 derived from a layered-LiMn02 electrode showing

microdomains of spinel embedded within a residual layered-LiXMn02 structure.

A typical charge/discharge profile of a Li/Cu&ls cell.

Capacity vs. cycle number for Li/Sn and Li/CUdSns+5(5 = O, f 1) cells.
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